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United States Patent Office 3,133,532 Patented May 19, 1964 

3,133,532 
CARBURETOR CHOKE CONTROL 

Thomas M. Ball, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to 
Chrysler Corporation, Highland Park, Mich., a corpora 
tion of Delaware 5 

Filed June 13, 1963, Ser. No. 287,628 
8 Claims. (C. 123-119) 

This invention relates to improvements in carburetors 
for an internal combustion engine and in particular to an 
improved automatic choke and means for opening the 
choke during cranking to prevent flooding of the engine. 
A difficulty in the cold weather starting of certain 

types of automobile engines, arises from flooding of the 
engine during cranking, especially if the engine is not in 15 
optimum operating condition and an excess quantity of 
raw fuel is drawn into the inlet manifold. In such en 
gines, it is essential during cold weather when the lubrica 
tion is particularly viscous, that each cylinder develop its 
optimum output during cranking to assist the electric 20 
cranking motor. 

It is accordingly an important object of the invention 
to provide improved means for opening the choke valve 
to a breather position independently of any other actuat 
ing device of the carburetor during cranking when the 25 
engine is beginning to assist the starting motor but is not 
yet operating independently. The breather position re 
ferred to will be sufficient to avoid an overly rich fuel 
air mixture and consequent engine flooding and might be 
any position of choke valve opening less than the 30 
minimum opening during cold idling of the engine. 
One of the problems encountered in any attempt to 

open the choke valve to the breather position during cold 
weather cranking and before the engine is operating in 
dependently of the starting motor is that the most avail- 35 
able operating force resulting either from manifold 
vacuum or the air flow in the inlet induction passage is 
comparatively small. On the other hand the usual fric 
tional force resisting such opening is comparatively large. 

Other important objects are accordingly to provide a 40 
particularly low friction device to enable opening of the 
choke valve to a breather position or range and to pro 
vide such a device cooperable with an unbalanced butter 
fly type choke valve blade secured to a choke shaft to 
pivot therewith. A thermostatic lever means is pivoted 45 
on a fixed hub of the carburetor housing. The choke 
shaft extends axially through the fixed hub and has a 
choke lever, means keyed thereto. The choke and ther 
mostatic lever means are each provided with a pair of 
radial arms or extensions, the two extensions of the 50 
thermostatic lever means being spaced by one of the 
arms of the choke lever means and serving as movement 
limiting stops to engage the aforesaid one arm to limit 
its pivotal movement relative to the thermostatic lever 
means. The latter is engageable with a fixed stop on the 55 
carburetor housing to limit its pivoting in a choke closing 
or cold operating direction and is operably connected 
with temperature responsive means to be yieldingly 
urged into engagement with the fixed stop with increasing 
force as the temperature decreases. A breather spring 60 
interconnects the other arm of the choke lever means 
with the proximate or a first arm of the thermostatic 
lever means to urge said one arm in the choke closing 
direction into movement limiting engagement with the 
second arm of the thermostatic lever means. 65 
The fixed stop and the arms of the two lever means are 

arranged so that when the thermostatic lever means is 
engaged with the fixed stop and the choke lever means 
is at its limit of closing movement as determined by 
the breather spring, the choke valve will be closed. The 70 
breather spring is calibrated to yield under the pressure 

0 

2 
of the air flow in the carburetor induction passage against 
the unbalanced choke blade when the engine is in its 
partial state of operation (assisting but not operating in 
dependently of the starting motor) so as to enable open 
ing of the choke blade to the limit of a breather posi 
tion determined by interengagement between the corre 
sponding arms of the choke and thermostatic lever means. 
By virtue of the thermostatic lever means mounted on 

the fixed hub, the latter and choke lever means can be 
arranged co-axially without frictional interference there 
between. Also the force of the breather spring can also 
be arranged in alignment with the point of movement 
limiting engagement between the arms of the choke and 
thermostatic lever means to avoid side loading of the 
journal mounting for the choke shaft, thereby to reduce 
friction and obtain freedom of movement for the choke 
blade under the comparative light air pressure force 
available during engine choking. 
Other objects of this invention will appear in the foll 

lowing description and appended claims, reference being 
had to the accompanying drawings forming a part of this 
specification wherein like reference characters designate 
corresponding parts in the several views. 
FIGURE 1 is a somewhat schematic side elevation 

view of a carburetor embodying the present invention, 
portions being broke away to show details of construc 
tion. 
FIGURE 2 is a fragmentary enlarged view, similar to 

FIGURE 1, showing the choke and thermostatic lever 
CaS, 

FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary view taken in the direc 
tion of the arrows substantially along the line of 3-3 
of FIGURE 2, 
FIGURE 4 is an enlarged elevated view taken in the 

direction of the arrow 4 of FIGURE 3. 
FIGURE 5 is a fragmentary enlarged sectional view 

taken in the direction of the arrows substantially along 
the line 5-5 of FIGURE 3. 

It is to be understood that the invention is not limited 
in its application to the details of construction and ar 
rangement of parts illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings, since the invention is capable of other embodiments 
and of being practiced or carried out in various ways. 
Also it is to be understood that the phraseology or ter 
minology employed herein is for the purpose of descrip 
tion and not of limitation, 

Referring to the drawings, a particular embodiment 
of the present invention is illustrated by way of example 
in an automobile carburetor having an air horn body 
portion 10 and the usual integral flange 11 for attach 
ment with an air cleaner. The body 10, an intermediate 
venturi body portion 12, and a lower throttle body por 
tion 13 are suitably secured together to complete a uni 
tary carburetor body. An air induction passage 14 ex 
tends through the body portions 10, 2 and 13, the pas 
sage 14 having its air inlet opening into the body 10 
and its fuel-air mixture outlet discharging from the body 
13. 
A choke shaft 15, FIGURE 3, extends transversely 

across the passage 14 and is journalled within the oppo 
site side walls of the body 10. In the present instance, 
the shaft 15 is offset to the left of the center line of the 
passage 14 in FIGURE 1 and is secured to an unbalanced 
choke blade 16 to pivot therewith to control the open 
ing of passage 14 and thereby to control the richness of 
the fuel-air mixture discharged from the passage 14 in 
accordance with customary practice. 
The choke shaft 15 extends axially through a fixed hub 

i0a integral with the body 10 and extending outwardly 
from one side thereof. The shaft 15 terminates in a 
flattened end 15a having a choke lever 17 splined thereon 
for pivoting in unison with the shaft 15 and blade 16. 
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The lever 17 is provided with a pair of generally radial 
extensions or arms 17a and 17b. 
The outer end portion of hub 10a is reduced in diam 

eter at 10b to effect a radial shoulder 10c and provides 
a journal for a thermostatic lever 18 seated against the 
shoulder 10c. The thermostatic lever 18 is provided with 
a pair of radial extensions or arms 18a and 8b spaced 
by an inbent movement limiting projection 17c at the 
outer end of arm 17b. Lever 18 is also provided with a 
movement limiting projection Sc engageable with a fixed 
stop 10d integral with the hub 10a. In addition the lever 
18 is provided with extensions 18d and 18e for the pur 
poses described below. 
A thermostatic link 19 cooperates with lever 18 to 

complete a thermostatic lever means and is pivotally se 
cured at its upper and lower ends respectively to exten 
sion 18d and to the outer swinging end of an arm. 20. 
The latter is pivotal about a fixed pivot 21 secured to a 
portion of the engine and also to a fixed end of a spiral 
bi-metallic thermostatic spring 22. The outer or free end 
of spring 22 engages the swinging end of arm 20 to urge 
the latter yieldingly upwardly or counter-clockwise with 
increasing force as the engine temperature acting on 
spring 22 decreases. The upward movement of arm 
20 and link 19 swings lever 18 counter-clockwise to its 
limiting position determined by abutment of projection 
18c against stop 10d. 

Lever 17 is yieldingly urged counter-clockwise by the 
light force of a breather spring 23 to the limit of move 
ment permitted by engagement between stop 7c and 
movement limiting arm 18b. Breather spring 23 is con 
nected under tension between the extremities of arms 17a 
and 18a and enables a limited opening of the choke valve 
16 until tab 17c engages movement limiting arm. 18a. 
This opening of valve 16 will be independent of any 
other actuating device for the automatic choke, as for 
example the closing force applied by thermostatic spring 
22 or the manifold vacuum force employed to open the 
choke to its normal cold idling position as described be 
low. It is also to be noted that spring 23 is a coil spring 
having its axis in a plane perpendicular to the pivot axis 
of levers 17 and 18 and aligned with the point of engage 
ment between stop 7c and arm 8b when lever is at its 
limit of counter-clockwise movement. This arrangement 
avoids any resultant torque in the levers 17 and 18 about 
an axis through stop 17c, so that side loading of the 
bearing for shaft 15 is minimized. 

Downstream of the choke valve 16, the passage 14 is 
provided with a throttle valve 24 which may be con 
ventional and which in the present instance is secured 
to a throttle shaft 25 extending diametrically across the 
passage 14 and journalled at its opposite ends in the 
side walls of the body 13. A throttle crank arm 26 
splined on one end of shaft 25 is actuated by a foot 
pedal operated push rod 27 for opening and closing the 
throttle valve 24. A throttle return spring 28 is secured 
under tension to an extension of crank arm 26 and to a 
fixed portion of the engine to yieldingly urge the throttle 
valve 24 to the closed position. 
Vacuum operation of the choke blade 16 to open the 

latter to a predetermined cold idling position against the 
force of thermostatic spring 22 is accomplished by means 
of a radial cylinder 29 integral with body 10 and closed 
at its outer end. The inner end of cylinder 29 opens 
into the passage 14 upstream of the choke blade 16. A 
piston 30 reciprocal within cylinder 29 is pivotally con 
nected to one end of a connecting link 31 having its 
opposite end pivotally connected at 32 to a tab integral 
with choke blade 16 so as to swing the latter to an open 
position upon rightward movement of piston 30 and link 
31 in FIGURE 1. Vacuum actuation of piston 30 is 
accomplished by means of a duct 33 extending from 
cylinder 29 at the right of piston 30 and through the body 
members 10, 12 and 13 to port 33a which opens into 
passage 14 downstream of throttle valve 24. 
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4. 
The engine idling speed is controlled by means of a 

fast idle cam 34 in accordance with the temperature oper 
ating on spring 22. The latter is pivotal on pivot stud 
35 secured to body portion 12. The cam 34 is provided 
with a stepped cam surface 36 comprising a number of 
circumferentially extended cam portions of progressively 
increasing radius in the clockwise direction. Approxi 
mately diametrically across from the cam surface 36 is an 
integral counterbalancing extension 37 of the cam 34 
which operates to pivot the latter by gravity force in a 
clockwise or warm direction. An operating link 40 is 
pivotally connected at its upper and lower ends respec 
tively to extension 18e and to cam 34 within a lost motion 
slot 41 thereof. Thus upon the cold or counterclockwise 
closing pivotal movement of lever 18 urged by spring 
22 and link 19, the lower end of link 40 will seat against 
the most counterclockwise end of slot 41 and urge cam 
34 in its cold or counter-clockwise direction to the limit 
of movement determined by the resultant of the forces 
of spring 22 and the manifold vacuum acting on piston 
30. An extension 38 of lever 26 carries an adjustable 
can follower screw which rides on cam surface 36 when 
throttle valve 24 moves to its closed position, thereby to 
limit the closing of throttle valve 24 at a fast idling posi 
tion determined by the engine temperature. The inter 
relationship between fast idle cam 34 and follower 39 
may be conventional and is not described further. 

Spring 22 is located so as to be responsive to an op 
erating temperature of the engine. As this temperature 
increases to decrease the force urging thermostatic lever 
18 in the counter-clockwise or closing direction, the vacu 
um force acting on piston 30 will tend to open choke 
valve 16 increasingly and cause clockwise or opening 
movement of the lever 18 by reason of interengagement 
between tab 17c and arm 18a. During this movement, the 
lower end of link 40 will be free to move along slot 41 
to enable opening of choke blade 16 freely regardless 
whether or not cam 34 is immobilized by frictional con 
tact between follower screw 39 and one of the steps of 
can surface 36. 

In operation of the device described, during cold start 
ing when the usual electric cranking motor is operating 
without assistance from the engine, a comparative high 
pressure will exist downstream of throttle valve 24 so 
that the force on piston 30 will be comparatively slight. 
Similarly the air flow in passage 14 will be small and 
the force of this air flow impinging on the unbalanced 
choke blade 16 will also be comparatively slight. These 
combined forces will be ineffective to cause opening of 
choke blade 16 against the light tension of spring 23. In 
consequence, an optimum choking condition is obtained 
and a rich fuel-air starting mixture will be discharged 
from the passage 14 in accordance with customary car 
buretor operation, 
As the engine begins to operate partially to assist the 

starting motor, both the vacuum force acting on piston 
30 and the air flow in passage 14 impinging on choke 
blade 16 will increase to overcome spring 23 and enable 
a small predetermined clockwise breather opening of the 
choke blade 16, thereby to reduce the richness of the 
fuel-air mixture and prevent flooding of the engine cylin 
ders with raw fuel. The extent of the breather opening 
of choke valve 16 will be determined by abutment be 
tween tab 17c and arm 18a and may be approximately 
one half the extent that choke valve 15 is opened during 
cold idling. The breather opening will have no appreci 
able effect on the valve closing effort of spring 22. 

In consequence of the operation described, starting of 
the engine is materially facilitated. The engine will al 
most immediately accelerate from its condition of partial 
operation to an idling condition independent of the start 
ing motor, whereby operation of the latter is discon 
tinued. As soon as the engine is idling, the vacuum 
force acting on piston 30 resulting from the low pres 
Sure downstream of throttle valve 24 will rise to a maxi 
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mum, causing rightward shifting of piston 30 and open 
ing of choke valve 16 against the resistance of thermo 
static spring 22 to an idling position. In this regard, 
tab 17c will be initially engaged with arm 18a in conse 
quence of the breather action, so that additional open 
ing of the choke valve 16 will cause clockwise or open 
ing movement of lever 18. The extent of the latter move 
ment will be determined by the combined forces on pis 
ton 30 and the reaction force of thermostatic spring 22. . 

I claim: 
1. In a carburetor for an internal combustion engine, 

an air induction passage, means for providing a prede 
termined breather opening in said passage for air flow 
therein during cranking of said engine in a cold condi 
tion when said engine is in a partial state of operation to 
assist the cranking but is not operating independently of 
the cranking comprising a pivotal choke shaft extend 
ing into said passage, a butterfly type choke valve in 
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said passage having an unbalanced choke blade secured 
to said shaft to pivot therewith and adapted to pivot 
in an opening direction in response to the pressure of 
air flow in said passage impinging on said blade, a pivotal 
thermostatically actuated lever means, a fixed stop engage 
able by said lever means to limit pivoting thereof in one 
direction, temperature responsive means for yieldingly 
urging said lever means in said one direction with increas 
ing force in response to a decreasing operating tempera 
ture of said engine, crankarm means secured to said 
choke shaft to pivot therewith, said crankarm and lever 
means having first and second interengaging portions 
to limit relative pivoting of said shaft in choke closing 
and choke opening directions respectively, and means 
yieldable under the pressure of said air flow impinging 
on said unbalanced choke blade when said engine is in 
said partial state of operation for opening said choke 
blade to a predetermined breather position determined 
by said second interengaging portions including resilient 
means yieldingly urging pivoting of said shaft in said 
choke closing direction. 

2. In the combination according to claim 1 said choke 
blade being in the closed position when said shaft is at 
the limit of its choke closing position determined by 
said first interengaging portions and said lever means 
is at its limit of pivoting in said one direction determined 
by said fixed stop. 

3. In a carburetor for an internal combustion engine, 
an air induction passage, means for providing a prede 
termined breather opening in said passage for air flow 
therein during cranking of said engine in a cold condi 
tion when said engine is in a partial state of operation 
to assist the cranking but is not operating independently 
of the cranking comprising a pivotal choke shaft ex 
tending into said passage, a butterfly type choke valve 
in said passage having an unbalanced choke blade se 
cured to said shaft to to pivot therewith and adapted to 
pivot in an opening direction in response to the pres 
sure of air flow in said passage impinging on said blade, 
a pivotal thermostatically actuated lever means, a fixed 
stop engageable by said lever means to limit pivoting 
thereof in one direction, temperature responsive means 
for yieldingly urging said lever means in said one direc 
tion with increasing force in response to a decreasing 
operating temperature of said engine, choke lever means 
secured to said choke shaft to pivot therewith, first 
interengaging means on said thermostatic lever and choke 
lever means to limit pivoting of said choke blade in said 
one direction to a closed position when said thermostatic 
lever means is at its limit of pivoting in said one di 
rection, second interengaging means on said thermostatic 
lever and choke lever means to limit pivoting of said 
choke blade in the direction opposite said one direction to 
a breather position, and means yieldable under the pres 
sure of said air flow impinging on said unbalanced choke 
blade for opening the latter to said breather position 
when said engine is in said partial state of operation in 
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6 
cluding resilient means yieldingly urging pivoting of said 
shaft in said one direction. 

4. In a carburetor for an internal combustion engine, 
an air induction passage, means for providing a prede 
termined breather opening in said passage for air flow 
therein during cranking of said engine in a cold con 
dition when said engine is in a partial state of operation 
to assist the cranking but is not operating independently 
of the cranking comprising a pivotal choke shaft extend 
ing into said passage, a butterfly type choke valve in said 
passage having an unbalanced choke blade secured to 
said shaft to pivot therewith and adapted to pivot in 
an opening direction in response to the pressure of air 
flow in said passage impinging on said blade, a pivotal 
thermostatically actuated lever means, a fixed stop en 
gageable by said lever means to limit pivoting thereof 
in one direction, temperature responsive means for yield 
ingly urging said lever means in said one direction with 
increasing force in response to a decreasing operating 
temperature of said engine, choke lever means secured 
to said choke shaft to pivot therewith, first interengag 
ing means on said thermostatic lever and choke lever 
means to limit pivoting of said choke blade in said one 
direction to a closed position when said thermostatic 
lever means is at its limit of pivoting in said one direc 
tion, second interengaging means on said thermostatic 
lever and choke lever means to limit pivoting of said 
choke blade in the direction opposite said one direction 
to a breather position, means yieldable under the pres 
sure of said air flow impinging on said unbalanced choke 
blade for opening the latter to said breather position 
when said engine is in said partial state of operation 
including resilient means yieldingly urging pivoting of 
said shaft in said one direction, a throttle valve in said 
passage, and pressure actuated means operatively coupled 
with said choke valve and responsive to the pressure in 
said passage downstream of said throttle valve when said 
engine is idling to open said choke valve and pivot said 
lever means in opposition to said temperature respon 
sive means to a predetermined position beyond said 
breather position. 

5. In a carburetor for an internal combustion engine, 
an air induction passage, means for providing a prede 
termined breather opening in said passage for air flow 
therein during cranking of said engine in a cold con 
dition when said engine is in a partial state of operation 
to assist the cranking but is not operating independently 
of the cranking comprising a pivotal choke shaft extend 
ing into said passage, a butterfly type choke valve in said 
passage having an unbalanced choke blade secured to 
said shaft to pivot therewith and adapted to pivot in 
an opening direction in response to the pressure of air 
flow in said passage impinging on said blade, a pivotal 
thermostatically actuated lever means, a fixed stop en 
gageable by said lever means to limit pivoting thereof 
in one direction, temperature responsive means for yield 
ing urging said lever means in said one direction with 
increasing force in response to a decreasing operating 
temperature of said engine, choke lever means secured 
to said choke shaft to pivot therewith, first interengag 
ing means on said thermostatic lever and choke lever 
means to limit pivoting of said choke blade in said one 
direction to a closed position when said thermostatic 
lever means is at its limit of pivoting in said one direc 
tion, second interengaging means on said thermostatic 
lever and choke lever means to limit pivoting of said 
choke blade in the direction opposite said one direction 
to a breather position, means yieldable under the pres 
sure of said air flow impinging on said unbalanced choke 
blade for opening the latter to said breather position 
when said engine is in said partial state of operation 
including resilient means yieldingly urging pivoting of 
said shaft in said one direction, a throttle valve in said 
passage, a pivotal fast idle cam having a lost motion slot 
and a cam surface and being pivotal between warm and 
cold positions, means yieldingly urging pivoting of said 
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cam toward its warm position, a link having one end 
movable along said slot and bottoming at one end of 
the latter to limit pivoting of said cam to its warm posi 
tion, said thermostatic lever means being operably con 
nected with the other end of said link for yieldingly 
urging the latter and said cam to its cold position upon 
pivoting of said thermostatic lever means in said one direc 
tion, said one end of said link being movable along said 
slot upon pivotal opening of said choke blade beyond 
said breather position, and a cam follower operably con 
nected with said throttle valve for operation therewith 
and engageable with said cam Surface for Selectively 
holding said throttle valve open to a fast idling position 
determined by said operating temperature. 

6. In a carburetor for an internal combustion engine, 
an air induction passage, means for providing a prede 
termined breather opening in said passage for air flow 
therein during cranking of said engine in a cold condi 
tion when said engine is in a partial state of operation 
to assist the cranking but is not operating independently 
of the cranking comprising a pivotal choke shaft extend 
ing into said passage, a butterfly type choke valve in said 
passage having an unbalanced choke blade secured to said 
shaft to pivot therewith and adapted to pivot in an open 
ing direction in response to the pressure of air flow in Said 
passage impinging on said blade, a pivotal thermostatical 
ly actuated lever means, a fixed stop engageable by Said 
lever means to limit pivoting thereof in one direction, 
temperature responsive means for yieldingly urging said 
lever means in said one direction with increasing force 
in response to a decreasing operating temperature of Said 
engine, choke lever means secured to said choke shaft to 
pivot therewith, first interengaging means on said thermo 
static lever and choke lever means to limit pivoting of 
said choke blade in said direction to a closed position 
when said thermostatic lever means is at its limit of pivot 
ing in said one direction, second interengaging means on 
said thermostatic lever and choke lever means to limit 
pivoting of said choke blade in the direction opposite said 
one direction to a breather position, spring means con 
necting radial extensions of said thermostatic and choke 
lever means and yieldable under the pressure of said air 
flow imping on said unbalanced choke blade for opening 
the latter to said breather position when said engine is in 
said partial state of operation, said spring means com 
prising a coil spring having its axis in a plane perpendicu 
lar to the pivot axis of said choke shaft and extending 
through said first interengaging means when said thermo 
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static lever means is at its limit of pivoting in said one 
direction. 

7. In a carburetor for an internal combustion engine, 
a body, an air induction passage in said body, means for 
providing a predetermined breather opening in said pas 
sage for air flow therein during cranking of said engine 
in a cold condition when said engine is in a partial state 
of operation to assist the cranking but is not operating 
independently of the cranking comprising a choke shaft 
extending into said passage pivotally mounted on said 
body, a butterfly type choke valve in said passage hav 
ing an unbalanced choke blade secured to said shaft to 
pivot therewith and adapted to pivot in an opening di 
rection in response to the pressure of air flow in said 
passage impinging on said blade, a fixed pivot hub ex 
tending from said body and having said choke shaft 
extending axially therethrough, a thermostatically actu 
ated lever means pivotally mounted on said hub, a fixed 
stop on said body engageable by said lever means to limit 
pivoting thereof in one direction, temperature responsive 
means for yieldingly urging said lever means in said one 
direction with increasing force in response to a decreas 
ing operating temperature of said engine, choke lever 
means secured to said choke shaft to pivot therewith, 
first interengaging means on said thermostatic lever and 
choke lever means to limit pivoting of said choke blade 
in said one direction to a closed position when said ther 
mostatic lever means is at its limit of pivoting in said 
one direction, second interengaging means on said ther 
nostatic lever and choke lever means to limit pivoting of 
said choke blade in the direction opposite said one direc 
tion to a breather position, said thermostatic lever and 
choke lever means having radial arms respectively, spring 
means connecting said arms under tension yieldingly urg 
ing pivotal closing of said choke valve in said one direc 
tion to the limit enabled by said first interengaging means 
and being yieldable under the pressure of said air flow 
impinging on said unbalanced choke blade for opening 
the latter to said breather position when said engine is in 
said partial state of operation including resilient means 
yieldingly urging pivoting of said shaft in said one direc 
tion. 

8. In the combination according to claim 7, the con 
nection between said spring means and radial arms being 
in alignment with said first interengaging means and in 
a plane perpendicular to the axis of said choke shaft. 

No references cited. 
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